Master of European Studies - Governance and Regulation (MES) 2015/2016 - Late Application Deadline 31 May 2015

Interested candidates from around the world can apply for the ZEI Master of European Studies – Governance and Regulation. The Master's degree is awarded by the Faculty of Arts at the University of Bonn. The application deadline for the ZEI Master Program of European Studies -Governance and Regulation is extended till Saturday, 31 May 2015. Detailed information on the application process can be found on the website of the Master of European Studies – Governance and Regulation.

ZEI Research Project - The Future of Europe

ZEI Monitor – monitors and assesses the on-going work of the EU. ZEI traces the implementation of the Commission’s annual work program in the ten areas which have been identified as a priority over the period 2014-2019.

EU Basics - is an information resource which contributes to a better understanding of the critical factors of governance and regulation in the EU providing regularly updated information on: EU Actors, EU Timetable, EU Legal sources, EU Decoded.
ZEI Insights

ZEI Insights - provide short commentary and critical analysis on governance and regulation developments related to the ten priorities of the Juncker Commission and the interplay with the European Parliament and the European Council.

Stephen Calleya, Time for a Euro-Mediterranean Migration Policy No.19 April 2015

Dennis Flück, Digital Harmonization: Unlocking the untapped potential of the European Single Market, No.13 February 2015

Rike Sohn, Post-Lima headaches: Which Role for the EU heading towards Paris? No. 12 February 2015

Matthias Vogl, Travelling at the “speed of light”? Challenges for the European Common Foreign and Security Policy No.11 January 2015

More...

COMPARATIVE REGIONAL INTEGRATION

WAI and ZEI present the concept of a Master program in African regional integration

An important step forward for the sustainability of cooperation between ZEI and the West Africa Institute (WAI): Together, the two research institutes have developed a curriculum for a Master's degree in African Regional integration.

More...